CELLULAR BACKHAUL

Your cellular service
will reach everywhere
Extend your cellular service coverage
where other technologies do not reach,
in a quick, secure way.

OUR SERVICE
With our Cellular Backhaul, mobile operators
can extend their 2G, 3G and 4G coverage, in a
quick and secure way, thanks to our cost-effective
satellite solution which is supported by Telefónica's
team of experts.
We deliver cutting-edge technologies that can be
deployed throughout the continent. These are

aligned with our customers' needs and are
continually updated, ensuring that our customers
always have access to the latest technology.
We also offer signiﬁcant presence across the
Americas, Europe and North Africa where we offer the
best coverage thanks to our own infrastructure which
is extended further through strategic partnerships.

Strengthen your business
without boundaries
Reach your customers without location
restrictions, with our Satellite Backhaul solution

Suitable for expansion plans, backup links, rapid deployment to meet the demands of temporary
events or disaster recovery situations, or to meet government coverage requirements in remote
areas and rural environments.

·
·
·

Expansion of mobile coverage
(2G/3G/4G), easing the
interconnection between
RNC/Core and new ERB/NodeB.
All IP convergence and OpenRAN
compatibility.
Backup of land-based links for
either user or priority traffic (billing).

· Optimization, advanced acceleration

techniques to guarantee efficiency
and e2e performance between satellite
and mobile network environments.

· Solution in Ka, Ku and C bands.
· Flexible O&M model, both onsite
management and ﬁeld service.

·
·

In-cloud model or per station.
Turn-key solution: Teleport and HUB,
remote stations, satellite bandwidth,
optimization/acceleration, installation,
and O&M.
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How does Cellular
Backhaul help?
·
·
·

Comply with your coverage
commitments in remote zones
and rural environments.
Extend coverage to remote areas,
expand your customer base and
increase the ARPU of current ones.
Minimize OPEX, maximize efficiency
and performance with bandwidth
optimization solutions.

·
·
·
·

Customized and scalable service,
aligned with customer needs
(network, bandwidth, coverage).

·

e2e support and consultancy:
Design, engineering, deployment,
integration and O&M.

·

3 specialized 24x7 NOCs in "Follow
the Sun" mode and SLA commitment.

·

Multilingual Customer Service
(Spanish, English and Portuguese).

Highly specialized team, multi-vendor
and multi-product, with extensive
experience in satellite, cellular and
connectivity technology. Non-stop
innovation applied to the business.
We work with the main providers of
terminals, platform and satellite capacity.
Flexible contracting model: Ad-hoc
and turnkey project or managed service.

The value generated by the Telefónica Group guarantees the highest quality in the most
challenging connectivity environments.

Worldwide satellite
coverage with Telefónica

If your clients need to operate in areas where you cannot offer them coverage,
Telefónica’s Satellite services can. You can deploy our services as if they were your own.
Whether it’s through our own infrastructure or through third party agreements, we can
enable your network coverage to reach anywhere in the world.

Telefónica Infrastructure

Maritime Satellite

Third party Agreements

Telefónica Infrastructure
+
Third party Agreements

Telefónica Teleports

NOC

Madrid
USA

Spain

Laredo
Mexico
Colombia

Ecuador
Peru

Brazil
Sao Paulo

Chile

Argentina

More than 17,000
satellite accesses

More than 200
B2B customers in more
than 25 countries

www.globalsolutions.telefonica.com

@TelefonicaGS
Telefónica Global Solutions

11 Satellite
Teleports

3 NOCs
Spain (Spanish/English)
Peru (Spanish/English/Portuguese)
Brazil (Portuguese/Spanish/English)

Wide service portfolio:
VSAT, Backhaul, Mobility,
Teleport Services.

All satellite
technologies & space
segment providers

